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Indian Creek Reservoir, SAS-2009- 00042
Response to Comment Letter dated June 19,2019

Mr. Thames:

The Carroll County Water Authority ("CCWA") is in receipt of your letter dated June 19,

2019 requesting additional information to complete the processing of its Section 404 Permit
Application for the Indian Creek Reservoir. CCWA has eagerly anticipated these final comments,
first promised in October 2018, as it allows forward movement on the project. We understand that
in compiling these comments, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ("Corps") has reviewed CCWA's
January 18, 2018 Section 404 Permit Application, corlments received in response to the Joint
Public Notice issued February 1,2018 and CCWA's June 28,2018 responses and incorporated
input and discussion had on the February 2l - 22,2018 interagency site visits to the reservoir and

mitigation sites and the September 28,2018 interagency site visit to the mitigation site. We also

understand that the Corps and coordinating agencies have had numerous intemal discussions
regarding the project. CCWA interprets these comments as the culmination of all Corps and
coordinating agencies' comments which the Corps requires CCWA to address prior to issuing a

permit. All other comments, both written and oral, were deemed by the Corps to be either
successfully addressed by CCWA or not relevant to the Corps' permit decision. Based on all the
above due diligence and coordination efforts, CCWA accepts your coilrments as the final four
items to be addressed prior to permit issuance and addresses each directly below.

Comment L:

Instream Flow Protection: We are unable to determine from the information provided what type
of impacts to the aquatic environment may occur from the minimum in-stream flow (MIF) (i.e.
monthly 7Ql0 standards) proposed at the dam and water intake sites. However, as discussed

within the public notice comments received from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
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(i.e. comments F-la-c), the 7Ql0 standard proposed may not be the appropriate standard to ensure
the protection of a healthy aquatic environment throughout the life of the project. We request that
you provide confirmation from the Georgia Environmental Protection Division (EPD) indicating
that the monthly 7Q10 standard proposed in the application is the best standard to use to ensure
the protection of Indian Creek, the Little Tallapoosa River, and associated downstream resources.

Response to Comment 1:

CCWA retained Schnabel Engineering to prepare a Safe Yield Computations and Instream Flow
Considerations report which is included under Tab 7 of the Section 404 Permit Application filed
on January 18, 2018. Based on a monthly 7Ql0 flow r6gime, Schnabel determined that there are
de minims downstream impacts as a result of the Indian Creek Reservoir project.

In its response to comments dated June 28, 2018, EPA Comment F-la-c, CCWA recounted the
State of Georgia's policies regarding downstream flows as stated in the May 1, 2001 Interim
Instream Flow Protection Strategy which support a monthly 7Ql0 downstream flow requirement.
This flow requirement has been accepted on numerous reservoir projects including the last two to
receive permits: Russell Creek Reservoir and Richland Creek Reservoir. CCWA asserts that
monthly 7Q10 is an adequate protection for downstream flows.

CCWA agrees with the Corps' deference to EPD given its role as the lead agency in evaluating
downstream flows. CCWA and EPD coordinated over the past several months to reach a minimum
flow requirement which is protective of downstream flows and allows the project to operate as

intended. As detailed in the attached July 10, 2019 letter from EPD, EPD used Schnabel's study
as a starting point to establish non-depletable flows for the project. This letter provides
confirmation that EPD has selected minimum instream flow requirements for CCWA's project
which are based off monthly 7Q10 and provide the best means to protect Indian Creek, the Little
Tallapoosa River, and associated downstream resources. See attached Exhibit "A".

Comment 2:

Water Quality: We agree with EPA's position that the project should include suff,rcient monitoring
to ensure that all water quality criteria are being met following completion of the project. A
monitoring plan should be submitted to the Corps and EPA for concurrent review. The monitoring
plan should include baseline water quality and biological sampling downstream of the proposed
dam, as well as long-term sampling during construction and operation of the reservoir. The
proposed duration of long-term sampling should be developed with input from EPA and GAEPD.

Response to Comment 2:

CCWA intends to prepare a monitoring plan and submit it to the Corps and EPA for review.
CCWA has initiated the coordination process with EPD and is eager to complete discussions and
prepare the plan.

Comment 3:

Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Involvement: Please provide an update on the
level to which NRCS will be involved (i.e. funding, design, monitoring, etc.) for the proposed
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project, as referenced in the NRCS funding announcement ReleaseNo. 00018.18, dated September
28,2018.

Response to Comment 3:

CCWA received funding through NRCS to prepare a Supplemental Watershed Plan EA in March
2019. NRCS's current funding and participation in the project is limited to this planning level
document. While CCWA hopes to have additional NRCS funding and participation in other
aspects of the project, any future assistance is subject to additional federal funding and approvals.
CCWA will update the Corps if there are any changes.

Comment 4: Compensatory Mitigation

Comment 4(a)

Baseline Data: As you have agreed to collect baseline data on the reaches of streams proposed
for monitoring, we request you provide an update and timeline of completion for the collection
of this data.

Response to Comment 4(a)

In the January 2018 Mitigation Plan submitted with its Section 404 Permit Application, CCWA
listed supplemental baseline data to be collected at the Big Indian Creek Mitigation Site
("BIGMS") in Figwe ll. Figure 1l showed the locations of the following supplemental data
collection: (l) Fish Survey on Big Indian Creek, (2) Macroinvertebrate and Habitat Sample at the
confluence of Deere Draw and Bobcat Run, (3) Upland Vegetative Samples in four areas, (4) HGM
assessments in five areas, and (5) an amphibian monitoring station. As stated in CCWA's
Response to Comments dated June 28, 2018, items two (2) through four (4) were completed in
February 2018. The Fish Survey was completed on July 30, 2018 and submitted to the Corps and
agencies on August 6,2018. The only remaining study to be completed is the amphibian survey
which will be conducted during the 2020 season which spans between mid-April and mid-June
when the minimum air temperature is 50o Fahrenheit or greater. CCWA does not anticipate any
unusual results from this survey given the geographic location of the BICMS, the fact that no
threatened or endangered amphibians have been located in the vicinity, and because the BICMS
has been heavily farmed and occupied by cattle for several decades.

Comment 4(b)

P2 Restoration of Big Indian Creek at BICMS: Due to existing geomorphic conditions (i.e. bank
height ratio, bankfull channel width, mean bankfull depth, and bankfull channel cross-sectional
area, etc.) ranging within a functional level for the watershed size and landscape, and due to the
large risk of failure associated with moving and recreating a new floodplain for such a Large

watershed (70 square miles), we do not believe thatP2 restoration is appropriate for Big Indian
Creek. However we would be more amendable to a revised mitigation plan which includes P3lP4
measures for this stream (i.e. bank stabilization, vegetative enhancement, etc.)
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Response to Comment 4(b)

CCWA respectfully disagrees with the Corps' position on the P2 Restoration of Big Indian Creek
for all the reasons and supporting documentation provided in its January 2018 Mitigation Plan and
its Response to Comments dated June 28, 2018. However, CCWA acknowledges the Corps'
position and will remove P2 Restoration of Big Indian Creek and revise its Mitigation Plan.
Revisions to the plan are underway but will require additional time given that removingP2 on Big
Indian Creek requires revisions to nearly every table and figure in the plan in addition to substantial
revisions to the text. CCWA respectfully requests an extension until September 13,2019 to submit
the complete revised Mitigation Plan.

Comment 4(c)

Mitigation Credits: With the implementation of a revised mitigation plan proposing less

aggressive approach with Big Indian Creek, the BICMS will not likely generate sufficient credits
to fully satisfu the compensatory mitigation requirements for proposed impacts to 44,429 linear
feet of stream and 12.9 acres of wetland. The mitigation plan should be revised to include
additional stream mitigation in accordance with the o'Savannah District, US Army Corps of
Engineers, Regulatory Guidelines to Evaluate Proposed Mitigation Bank Credit Purchases in the
State of Georgia"

Response to Comment 4(c)

CCWA continues to assess the credit generation impact from removing the P2 Restoration from
its plan. The revised Mitigation Plan will include a strategy for addressing any shortfall of stream
credits and will use applicable USACE guidelines to address the shortfall including the "savannah
District, US Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Guidelines to Evaluate Proposed Mitigation
Bank Credit Purchases in the State of Georgia".

CCWA is eager to finalize a permit decision and is very appreciative of the teams in place at the
Corps and coordinating agencies that are dedicated to the same end. We respectfully request an
extension until September 13, 2019 to provide a complete revised Mitigation Plan and a

Monitoring Plan. We will work as expeditiously as possible to submit the plans sooner.

Please let me know if you have any questions or objections to our request.

Sincerely,

ts--\ l..t- l-5- f_

Matt Windom, PE

Executive Director
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CC: Elisha Brannon, USACE
Rosemary Calli, EPA
Eric Somerville, EPA
Sandy Abbott, F&WS
Johanna Smith, EPD
Steve Wiedl, EPD
Andrea Gray

Attachment: July 10,2019 Letter from Wei Zeng,EPD












